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Competition between decay and dissociation of core-excited carbonyl sulfide studied
by x-ray scattering
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L. Yang, P. Sałek, and H. Ågren
Computational Physics, Institute of Physics and Measurement Technology, Linko¨ping University, S-58183, Linko¨ping, Sweden

~Received 23 December 1998!

We show evidence of dissociation during resonant inelastic soft x-ray scattering. Carbon and oxygenK-shell
and sulfurL-shell resonant and nonresonant x-ray emission spectra were measured using monochromatic
synchrotron radiation for excitation and ionization. After sulfurL2,3→p* , s* excitation, atomic lines are
observed in the emission spectra as a consequence of competition between de-excitation and dissociation. In
contrast the carbon and oxygen spectra show weaker line-shape variations and no atomic lines. The spectra are
compared to results fromab initio calculations. The discussion of the dissociation paths is based on calculated
potential energy surfaces and atomic transition energies.@S1050-2947~99!03006-1#

PACS number~s!: 33.20.Rm, 33.50.Dq, 33.70.2w
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I. INTRODUCTION

The rapid advancement in synchrotron radiation inst
mentation in the last few years has led to much progres
the field of molecular core-level spectroscopies. The ene
selectivity, which is obtained using monochromatic synch
tron radiation, allows resonant excitation of different types
molecular states. In particular, core excitation of small m
ecules with repulsive intermediate states has attracted a
tion, for example, in HBr@1#, HCl @2–4#, O2 @5#, and in
small polyatomic molecules like H2S @6#, PH3 and BF3 @7#.
An improvement in the theoretical understanding of the
processes has also been achieved lately@8–11#.

In decay spectra, the dissociation is manifested by
simultaneous presence of molecular and atomic contr
tions. The core-excited molecule may fragment before
excitation~dissociation channel prior!, leading to atomic~or
molecular radical! decay lines, or the deexcitation is fo
lowed by dissociation~deexcitation channel prior!, which
leads to broad molecular features. The time for dissocia
and the lifetime of the core hole have pronounced effects
line positions, linewidths, transition rates, and vibration
fine structures. A fast dissociation results in sharp ato
lines governed by the different dissociation channels
volved, while slower dissociation results in broad molecu
features. If both molecular and atomic features are obse
with similar intensities, the dissociation and the core-h
decay processes occur on the same time scale, i.e., typi
in the 10214 s range.

The dissociative core-excitation processes have until n
been studied in the nonradiative deexcitation channel, w
no results for the radiative channel has so far been prese
The radiative channel provides insights owing to the dip
selectivity of the process, and the implementation of lo
selection rules@12,13#. This provides a simple way to cha
acterize the dissociated fragments. The lack of experime
PRA 591050-2947/99/59~6!/4281~7!/$15.00
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data is due to the low fluorescence yields and instrum
efficiencies associated with soft x-ray emission~SXE! in the
sub-keV energy region. That makes the measurements m
demanding and intense synchrotron radiation sources
therefore a prerequisite.

Resonant SXE is based on a scattering process invol
two photons. The process can be described in the follow
way:

A1\v→A~k21n!→A~n21n!1\v8,

wherek, n, andn are the levels defined by the core, occ
pied valence, and unoccupied valence molecular orbi
~MO’s!, respectively.v and v8 are the frequencies of th
incoming and outgoing photons, andA(k21n) denotes the
core-excited state, in which an electron from the core levek
has been excited to the unoccupied MOn. A(n21n) is the
valence-excited state, where the core holek21 has been filled
by an electron from the valence orbitaln through the emis-
sion process. It represents a resonant x-ray emission pro
if n is a discrete MO, but a nonresonant process ifn is an
orbital in the continuum. For resonant excitation, the fluor
cence decay may then occur either via a spectator trans
~when nÞn), where an electron from one of the occupie
orbitals fills the core hole while the excited electron rema
as a spectator in the previously unoccupied orbital, or vi
participator transition~whenn5n), where the excited elec
tron itself fills the core hole.

In this work carbonyl sulfide~OCS! has been studied. Th
OCS molecule has 30 electrons and a linear geometry in
ground state. The corresponding electronic configuration
1s22s23s24s25s21p46s27s28s22p49s23p4. The 1s,
2s, 3s, and 4s orbitals correspond to the S 1s, O 1s,
C 1s, and S 2s core levels, respectively, whereas the sp
orbit and molecular-field split S 2p levels are composed o
the 5s and 1p molecular orbitals. The remaining orbitals a
associated with valence levels of mixed atomic charac
4281 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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4282 PRA 59M. MAGNUSON et al.
The OCS molecule belongs to theC`,n point group and it
has three vibrational modes,n1 , n2, and n3. These modes
can be characterized as being due to CuS stretching,
OuCuS bending, and CuO stretching, respectively
Bending of the molecule lowers the symmetry to theCs
group.

We present high-resolution resonant and nonreson
SXE spectra of carbonyl sulfide near the sulfurL2,3 absorp-
tion thresholds to demonstrate a case of fragmentation in
x-ray scattering process@14#. Recently, it has been discusse
whether the lifetime of the sulfurL2,3→p* core-excited
states in OCS is long enough to allow a dissociation proc
to occur before the decay@15,16#. Calculated potential en
ergy surfaces and atomic transition energies are used fo
identification of the observed atomic lines and for an und
standing of the dissociation dynamics. In addition to the s
fur spectra, we present carbon and oxygenK-shell SXE data.
The experimental spectra are compared with results fromab
initio calculations.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The experiments were performed at beamline 7.0 at
Advanced Light Source, Lawrence Berkeley National Lab
ratory. The beamline comprises a 99-pole, 5-cm period
dulator and a spherical-grating monochromator@17# covering
the spectral energy range between 60–1300 eV. The S
spectra were recorded using a high-resolution graz
incidence SXE spectrometer@18,19#. The spectrometer wa
mounted parallel to the polarization vector of the incide
photon beam with its entrance slit oriented parallel to
direction of the incident beam. The pressure in the gas
was optimized to about 2 mbar for a maximum absorption
photons in the interaction region. The interaction region w
viewed by the x-ray spectrometer through a 160-nm th
polyimide window, supported by a polyimide grid an
coated with 30 nm aluminum nitride. During the SXE me
surements, the incident photon beam entered the gas
through a small pinhole of 100-mm diameter and the pres
sure in the experimental chamber was about 131027 Torr
due to the outgassing from the pinhole. With 70 meV re
lution of the monochromator of the beamline, a near-ed
x-ray absorption fine structure~NEXAFS! spectrum of sulfur
was measured using the photocurrent from an electrode
ated inside the gas cell where the incident photon beam
tered the gas cell through a 100-nm thick silicon nitride w
dow. The spectra were normalized to the incident pho
flux using a gold mesh in front of the gas cell. The ban
width of the synchrotron light during the sulfur, carbon, a
oxygen emission measurements was set to 0.2 eV, 0.7
and 1.1 eV, respectively. The resolution of the x-ray em
sion spectrometer is estimated to be 0.2 eV, 0.7 eV, and
eV, respectively.

III. CALCULATIONAL DETAILS

The potential energy surfaces with respect to the Sp
excitation/ionization, in the linear and bent geometries, w
obtained with the program packageDALTON @20# at the mul-
ticonfiguration self-consistent-field level of theory. Calcu
tions were performed in theC2v symmetry for linear geom-
nt
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etries and in theCs symmetry when the investigatio
included a bent conformation. In the former case (C2v sym-
metry! the inactive space was 7/1/1/0 and the active spac
4/4/4/0. In the latter one, we have 8/1 inactive orbitals, 6
orbitals in restricted active space 2~RAS2! space and 2/1
orbitals in RAS3. The number of electrons in RAS3 space
restricted to be between 0 and 2. A standard double-z corre-
lation consistent–polarization valence double zeta~cc-
pVDZ! basis set was used.

Geometry optimizations for theL2,3 core-ionized states
were carried out, and these states were found to have li
conformations, but with the CO and CS bond lengths be
slightly different from those of the ground state. The bo
length between C and O is about 0.07 a.u. shorter in
ionized state~2.138 a.u.! compared to the ground state~2.205
a.u.!, while the CuS bond length is about the same amou
longer in the ionized state~3.075 a.u.! compared to the
ground state~3.005 a.u.!. The core-excited states were inve
tigated first for the linear geometry (C2v symmetry group!.
Potential surfaces forp* core-excited states were also com
puted for various bent geometries.

Theoretical simulations of resonant and nonresonant x
emission as well as x-ray absorption were carried out e
ploying the so-called static-exchange~STEX! technique. The
correlation consistent–polarization valence triple zeta~cc-
pVTZ! type of basis sets were used for the O, C, and
calculations@21#. An augmented basis set containing a lar
number of diffuse functions was further added in the
L-edge absorption calculations. For general descriptions
the theory and calculations we refer to references@22–26#.

The theoretical analysis of the sulfurL2,3 absorption spec-
trum has some special features owing to the large spin-o
splitting and ~small! molecular-field splitting of the S 2p
level. Roughly, this means a duplication of the spectra,
eV apart with a 2-1 ‘‘statistical ratio’’ for the 2p3/2 and 2p1/2
derived intensities. For fine structure, especially at hig
energies, an intermediate coupling analysis is required
recently proven by Finket al. @27# for the Cl 2p NEXAFS
spectrum of HCl. The current implementation of the STE
technique is based on nondegenerate core levels, and
made this assumption for the 2p hole of OCS, because of th
small molecular-field splitting. The molecular-field split,s
and p, STEX spectra were distributed into ‘‘2p1/2’’ and
‘‘2 p3/2’’ spectra assuming the electrostatic coupling limit.

Atomic energy levels for the neutral sulfur 2p53s23p5

core-excited states relative to the 2p63s23p4 ground state
were calculated using the Hartree-Fock with relativistic c
rections~HFR! code by Cowan@28# with the radial electro-
static integrals scaled to 80%. Energies for the 2p53s23p5

→2p63s13p5 transitions were obtained by using optical da
for the final states@29#, which are significantly affected by
configuration interaction. The transition energies were u
in the line identification and are included in Table II. Th
quality of the derived energies was checked by obtain
transition energies in the same way for the isoelectro
Ar21 system and comparing those values to known exp
mental energies@30#. The agreement was found to be sat
factory with errors of less than 0.4 eV.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Nonresonant x-ray emission spectra

Previous, related investigations of the electronic struct
of the carbonyl sulfide~OCS! molecule include photoelec
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tron spectroscopy of the inner and outer valence region@31–
33# and Auger spectroscopy@34,35#. In these studies exten
sive structures were observed in the inner valence en
region, which were attributed to multielectron transition
Electron-energy-loss spectra at the oxygenK, carbonK and
the sulfurL2,3 edges have also been measured@36,37#. Perera
and LaVilla @38# and Miyanoet al. @39# studied the sulfurK
SXE of OCS. The only SXE measurements~nonresonant! at
the sulfurL edge so far were made by Mazalovet al. @40#.
However, despite the lack of selectively excited SXE spec
theoretical predictions have been made@41#.

Figure 1 shows nonresonant SXE spectra of molec
OCS measured with excitation energies slightly above
oxygen and carbonK edges and the sulfurL edge. The final-
state energy scale at the top of the figure has been obta
by subtracting the SXE energy scale from the core-hole b
ing energies; 540.3 eV, 295.2 eV, and 170.6 eV, for
oxygenK, carbonK, and sulfurL3 edge, respectively. Cal
culated intensities using the one-center approximation
also shown for comparison. The theoretical intensities
presented as vertical bars and Lorentzian peaks position
the vertical binding energies of the final states, which
taken from photoelectron spectra@31–33#. The oxygenK
spectrum shows a three-peak structure denoted A, B, an
Peak A corresponds to 3p→O 1s transitions, peak B to
2p→O 1s and 9s→O 1s transitions, while peak C corre
sponds to 8s→O 1s transitions. According to the calcula
tion, the 2p21 final states dominates over the 9s at peak B.

In the carbonK spectrum, only feature B remains intens
while the intensity of bands A and C become much wea
than in the oxygenK spectrum. In addition, a weak featu

FIG. 1. Experimental and calculated nonresonant x-ray emis
spectra of oxygen, carbon, and sulfur in OCS.
gy
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r

appears at about 287.5-eV photon energy probably du
initial-state shake-up satellite transitions or double exc
tions, which typically end up in this energy region. From t
calculation of the carbonK spectrum, it is also predicted tha
the transition from the 9s MO, which is very weak in the
oxygenK spectrum, becomes competitive in intensity wi
that from the 2p MO. The difference in intensity distribution
reflects the atomic composition of the molecular orbitals.
the oxygen and carbon spectra basically thep character is
observed, which makes the 7s final-state configurations tha
have 2s character practically dipole forbidden for oxyge
Thus, the chemical CuO electron-pair bond is mainly
formed by the 2p MO’s.

Due to theL2,3 spin-orbit splitting, all the emission fea
tures in the S 2p spectrum are split up into double structure
A spin-orbit splitting of 1.2 eV has previously been observ
in core-level photoemission experiments@31,36#. Feature A
corresponding to 3p→S 2p3/2,1/2 transitions has practically
no intensity while the double-peak structure denoted B a
B8, corresponding to the 9s→2p3/2,1/2 transitions, is very
strong. Peaks C and C8 correspond to the 8s→2p3/2,1/2 tran-
sitions. The 7s→2p3/2,1/2 transitions, which are presented a
rather sharp features in the calculated spectrum, are m
broader in the experimental spectrum. This is a clear sign
the breakdown of the molecular-orbital picture in the inn
valence region, where there is a high density of overlapp
s states due to correlation state splittings@42,43# in addition
to vibrational broadening.

B. Resonant x-ray emission spectra

Figure 2 shows resonant SXE spectra obtained by exc
tions from the O 1s, C 1s, and S 2p3/2 orbitals to thep*
orbital, which is the lowest unoccupied orbital. All the res
nant peaks are slightly shifted towards lower photon energ
in comparison to the nonresonant case due to the differe
in the screening between the core-excited and the final sta
The oxygen spectrum shows a three-peak structure simila
the nonresonant spectrum. In addition, a recombination p
is now observed at near-zero energy corresponding to
ticipator transitions in which the excited electron fills th
core hole. The carbon spectrum shows a similar peak st
ture ~denoted A, B, and C! as the oxygen spectrum, althoug
bands A and C are much weaker than band B like in
nonresonant case. In addition, a weak feature~denoted D!
corresponds to the 7s→C 1s transitions. This feature is
broadened due to configuration interaction in the inner
lence region, as mentioned previously. In the resonant su
spectrum, the shapes of peaks B, C, and D are dramatic
changed compared to the nonresonant case due to a sub
tial vibrational broadening. However, the most conspicuo
feature in the sulfur spectrum is the narrow and intense p
at 150.2-eV photon energy, which we assign to a transit
in neutral atomic sulfur as will be discussed in Sec. IV D

C. S 2p x-ray absorption spectrum

Figure 3 shows a NEXAFS spectrum measured in
region of the SL2,3 edges used as a reference for the S
measurements. The spectrum consists of three strong r
nance peaks followed by a weaker Rydberg series, an
shape resonance structure in the continuum, just above

n
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4284 PRA 59M. MAGNUSON et al.
ionization thresholds, presumably with multielectron exci
tions superimposed. The positions of the indicatedL2,3 edges
are based on experimental photoelectron data@31#. Calcula-
tions of the excitations from both theL2,3 edges are also

FIG. 2. Experimental and calculated resonant x-ray emiss
spectra of oxygen, carbon, and sulfur. The emission peak at
energy in each spectrum corresponds to participator transitions

FIG. 3. Experimental and calculated NEXAFS spectra at
sulfur L2,3 edges used as references for the emission spectra.
-

shown for comparison. The calculatedp* and s* peaks
have been shifted20.5 eV to account for screening effect
which are not sufficiently taken into account in the STE
calculations. The calculated spectrum for theL2 excitation
was shifted from that of theL3 channel according to the
experimental value of theL2,3 spin-orbit splitting of 1.2 eV
obtained from photoemission@36#. Table I shows the spec
troscopic assignment, which was made by using popula
analysis of the molecular orbital character in comparison
configuration interaction calculations by Bremset al. @15#.
The calculated spectra from the two separate channels w
added to give the total spectrum. The first peak in the to
NEXAFS spectrum is solely excitation from the 2p3/2(L3)
channel and that is also predicted for peak number 5.
remaining peaks are mixtures of excitations from both ch
nels ~see Table I!. Peak number 6 has contributions fro
many Rydberg levels converging to the ionization potent
which group together in the convoluted spectrum. As m
tioned earlier, the fine structure of the Rydberg energy reg
is complicated due to the role of intermediate coupling. T
2p spin-orbit splitting creates a double-peak structure in
sulfur SXE spectra of the OCS molecule when the excitat
is tuned to the mixed states~such as peaks 2, 3 and 4! or the
shape resonance.

D. S 2p x-ray emission spectra

Figure 4 shows a series of experimental sulfurL2,3 SXE
spectra on a photon energy scale. The spectra were r
nantly excited at the absorption peaks, denoted by the n
bers 1 through 7 in Fig. 3. The spectral shape changes
stantially when going from the nonresonant and Rydb
excited topmost four spectra to thep* ands* excited spec-
tra. In the latter spectra the emission peaks are substant
more vibrationally broadened and the peaks also appea
somewhat lower energy due to the screening effect of
spectator electron. The larger screening resulting from
spectator electron in the first unoccupied MO’s (p* or s* )
than from an electron in a Rydberg orbital is most appar
in the third spectrum from the bottom~excited at 166.9 eV!.
As shown in Fig. 3 and Table I, this excitation energy co
responds to two transitions, 2p3/2→4s and 2p1/2→s* . In
the emission spectrum the 2p3/2

214s→9s214s transition re-
sults in a narrow peak with a small spectator shift, wher
2p1/2

21s*→9s21s* transition yields a broader feature with
larger spectator shift.

As was shown in Fig. 2, the resonant sulfur SXE spectr
at 164.2-eV excitation energy shows a feature without co

n
ro

e

TABLE I. Assignment of the SL2,3-edge x-ray absorption spec
trum of the OCS molecule@15#.

Feature Energy~eV! Assignment

1 164.2 2p3/2→p*
2 165.4 2p3/2→s* , 2p1/2→p*
3 166.9 2p3/2→4s, 2p1/2→s*
4 168.1 2p3/2→4p, 2p1/2→4s
5 168.8 2p3/2→3d, 5s
6 169.9 2p3/2→5d,6p, 2p1/2→3d, 5s
7 177.5 Shape resonance
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terpart in the oxygenK and carbonK spectra; a narrow in-
tense atomic line at a photon energy of 150.2 eV. This f
ture also shows up when the incident photons are tune
the second absorption peak at 165.4 eV, whereas ano
atomic line at 0.4-eV higher emission energy~150.6 eV! is
observed when exciting to the third absorption peak at 16
eV. The atomic lines completely disappear at the higher
citation energies where the incident photon energy is tu
to Rydberg states. The atomic lines have a width of 0.26
which can be attributed to the instrumental spectrome
resolution~of about 0.2 eV! and the natural lifetime broad
ening ~20–40 meV! of the sulfur L2,3 core hole@44#. As
mentioned previously, the 9s→L2,3 double-peak feature a
about 155-eV photon energy reflects the spin-orbit splitt
of the L-shell excitation. As shown in Fig. 3 and Table
peaks No. 2, 3, 4, 6, and 7~165.4, 166.9, 168.1, 169.9, an
177.5 eV! are due to excitations from both theL3 and L2
core levels. In these cases the filling up of the core levels
an electron from a single valence orbital results in two pea
However, for the fifth absorption feature~at 168.8 eV! the
calculations predict that only excitations from theL3 core
level contribute. This assignment is confirmed by the exp
mental SXE spectrum recorded at 168.8 eV, in which ess
tially only the 9s→L3 peak emerges around 155 eV. Ne
we will discuss the potential energy surfaces and the dis
ciation.

Figures 5~a! and 5~b! show calculated potential energ
surfaces for the 2ps

21p* core-excited and the 2ps
21 core-

ionized states. The core-ionized state is bound, with a po

FIG. 4. A series of x-ray emission spectra of the SL2,3 excita-
tions of OCS.
-
to
er

.9
x-
d
,
r

g

y
s.

i-
n-

o-

n-

tial energy minimum at a CuS distance of 3.075 a.u., and
owing to the nonbonding character of Rydberg orbitals, o
can assume that this potential energy surface represent
core-to-Rydberg-excited states as well. In Fig. 5~a! the po-
tential energy surface of the 2ps

21p* core-excited state is
shown for various bending angles. The potential surfa
shows a barrier against dissociation for the linear case, i.e
180°. This energy barrier results probably from a coni
intersection and is found to increase much in calculatio
with a poorer account of electron correlation. The poten
energy ~and the barrier! decreases strongly from the 180
linear geometry so that the dissociation may take pl
through an OCS bending vibrational mode.

It has been shown from angle-resolved ion-yield expe
ments that the OCS molecule indeed induces the ben
vibrational mode for thep* excitations and that the domi
nating dissociation mechanism involves the breakup of
OCuS bond and the production of CO and S fragments
an angle of about 130°@15,16#. Thus, when an electron i
placed in thep* orbital, the potential energy is lowered b
the bending motion, which can be understood as a Ren
Teller vibronic coupling effect@45,46#.

Figure 6 shows a set of calculated potential curves
different core-excited states in OCS, ignoring the spin-or

FIG. 5. Calculated potential surfaces of the OCS molecule.~a! S
2ps-p* -state two-dimensional stretch-bend surface.~b!
2ps21-state surface with respect to OC and CS bond lengths,
with fixed 180° bond angle.
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4286 PRA 59M. MAGNUSON et al.
splittings. It clearly shows that there is a potential ene
barrier for p* excitations, whereas fors* excitations
the curves are directly dissociative. We note that thes*
is higher in energy at the ground-state equilibrium geome
~3.005 a.u.!, and that the two curves cross at about 3.3 a

The atomic lines in the resonant SXE spectra can
considered as the result of a competition between
dissociation and the decay channels. Comparing the inten
ratio of the atomic line to the molecular background
the three lowest SXE spectra shown in Fig. 4, one
conclude the presence of dissociation for all three,
to different extents. The dissociation time tD can be
estimated with the simple formula; tD52t ln(12n), where
t is the core-hole lifetime andn is the ‘‘molecular fraction’’
@47#. Here, a larger molecular fraction corresponds
a longer dissociation time and we assume the SXE y
to be the same for the molecule and the fragment. T
first spectrum~164.2 eV!, L3→p* excitation, shows an
atomic peak that contributes to about 15% of the total int
sity. If we assume the core-hole lifetime to be 22 fs~30-meV
core-level width!, a dissociation time of;40 fs is found. In
the second spectrum~165.4 eV! where there is a mixture o
excitations from both theL2→p* andL3→s* channels, the
molecular fraction is smaller than for the first spectrum. T
indicates a steeper potential path fors* than forp* disso-
ciation. Thus, the dissociation time is also smaller,;30 fs.
In the third spectrum~166.9 eV!, the atomic contribution is
still significant, however, in this case dissociation only o
curs from theL2

21s* intermediate state, and theL3
214s,

which is also excited, only result in a molecular contributio
The estimated dissociation time is about the same as in
first spectrum (;40 fs). At higher excitation energies, i.e
for ionization as well as core excitation to Rydberg stat
the atomic contribution completely disappears in agreem
with what was expected from the calculated, bound poten
energy surface in Fig. 5~b! @45–47#.

In Table II calculated 2p53s23p5→2p63s3p5 transition
energies are given. Based on this table, the strong ato
line, at 150.2 eV, in the first and second spectra is assig

FIG. 6. Computed potential curves for some 2p core-ionized
and core-excited states of OCS~ignoring the spin-orbit splitting!.
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to the 3D3→ 3P2 transition. In the third spectrum, th
atomic line is observed at a different energy, at 150.6 e
which implies that in this case the dissociation chan
is different. We assign this line to3D2→ 3P1,2 transitions.
This line might also contribute weakly in the first an
second spectra, giving rise to the high-energy shoul
of the atomic line at 150.2 eV. It should be noted th
a 2p53s23p5 configuration with anL2 hole cannot couple
to a 3D3 state, which probably explains why the atomic lin
at 150.2 eV is absent in the third spectrum. Howev
the dissociation path is complex with many near-degene
molecular field and spin-orbit coupling split potential ener
surfaces available, which also are subject to Renner-Te
effects and avoided crossings. The remarkable simpli
of the outcome in terms of one strong atomic x-ray emiss
line of the atomic fragment indicates strong coupling a
fast interstate relaxation during the course of t
dissociation.

V. SUMMARY

We show evidence of molecular dissociation prior to d
excitation in resonant soft x-ray emission. Resonant and n
resonantK-shell x-ray emission spectra for carbon and ox
gen, andL-shell x-ray emission spectra for sulfur in th
carbonyl sulfide molecule were measured by the use
monochromatic synchrotron radiation. In the case of
L-shell excitation to thep* ands* orbitals a strong compe
tition is observed between de-excitation and dissociation
sulting in atomiclike lines in the SXE spectra. The lin
shapes of the molecular features in those spectra are
strongly affected by the dissociative character of the co
excited states. We find thatL3→p* ,s* excitations lead to
dissociation with the sulfur atom in a neutral3D3 core-
excited state, whereasL2→s* excitation leads to a3D2

core-excited state. We also find evidence for a faster dis
ciation when exciting tos* than top* . The slower disso-
ciation in the latter case is supported by calculations, wh
give a potential energy surface for thep* core-excited states
with a potential barrier in the linear geometry that vanish

TABLE II. Calculated neutral atomic sulfurL2,3 x-ray emission
lines. The final-state terms were taken from optical absorption d
3P258.93 eV,3P158.97 eV,3P059.00 eV, and 1P1510.10 eV
@29#.

Transition Energy~eV! Transition Energy~eV!

1P1→1P1 149.01 3D1→3P2 151.65
3D3→3P2 150.27 3P2→3P1 151.67
3D2→3P1 150.80 3P2→3P2 151.71
3D2→3P2 150.84 1D2→1P1 151.84
3S1→3P0 151.07 3P0→3P1 152.16
3S1→3P1 151.10 3P1→3P0 152.40
3S1→3P2 151.14 3P1→3P1 152.43

3D1→3P0 151.58 3P1→3P2 152.47
3D1→3P1 151.61 1S0→1P1 153.04
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as the molecule bends whereas thes* core-excited states ar
dissociative also in the linear geometry.
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